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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the use of a traffic flow graph as 
a practical method of estimating the probability of dial 
tone delay in telephone switching common control systems. 
Three common control systems are investigated: 
(a) system with non-blocking network (b) system with 
blocking network (c) system with nearly non-blocking 
network. In all three systems, results obtained from 
the traffic flow graph approach agree well with results 
obtained from simulations and measurements. It is 
concluded that the traffic flow graph can be a useful 
and practical tool to estimate dial tone delay in 
telephone switching common control systems • 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

To enable an off-hook telephone subscriber to know that 
he can start dialing the number of the called subscriber, 
the associated common control system must provide him 
with a dial tone. The dial tone given to the subscriber 
is assumed to be on a delay basis. The duration from the 
time when the subscriber is off-hook to the time when 
the subscriber receives the dial tone is called the dial 
tone delay. For good telephone service, the dial tone 
delay should not be too long. Therefore, it is important 
to know the dial tone delay. 

After ~ a system is put into service, .the dial tone 
delay may be measured. Before it is put into service, 
the dial tone delay must be estimated. A common control 
telephone system is usually very complex and it is 
practically impossible to estimate the dial tone delay 
exactly. The best one can hope for is a good approxi
mation. Present practice usually divides the system into 
sub-units so that the probability of a telephone call 
encountering delay in each sub-unit is estimated. The 
probability of dial tone delay longer than a specified 
time is then taken as the sum of the probability of 
delay longer than the same specified time at each sub
unit. 1 The probability of dial tone delay approximated 
in this way is rather crude because a telephone call may 
not simply flow through each sub-unit once, but flows in 
a manner in accordance with the mode of operation of the 
system. Therefore, it is desirable to have a method 
which can be used to produce a better approximation. 

A previous paper suggested that the traffic flow graph 
may be used for estimating the dial tone delay. 2 The 
advantage of using a traffic flow graph (TFG) is that it 
can be drawn in accordance with the mode of system 
operation. However, the TFG assumes that the link delays 
and the link selections are all statistically independent 
of each other. In practice, this is not true. Thus, in 
order to use the TFG to estimate the dial tone delay, 
there is always a problem in defining the link delay 
distributions and the link selection probabilities. 
Nevertheless, in this paper, investigation is made to 
estimate the dial tone delay in common control systems 
with the use of the TFG. The link delay distributions 
and link selection probabilities are approximated with 
the present commonly used telephone traffic formulae. 
To reduce the error due to the interdependencies, 
repeated attempts should be included in the calculation. 
They can be estimated from the TFG. 

Three common control systems are investigated: (1) a 
system with non-blocking network,3 (2) a system with 
blocking network, and (3) a system with nearly non
blocking network. 4 For the first system, dial tone 
delays estimated by means of the TFG are compared with 
those simulated, as well as those estimations based on 
present practice. For the second system, the dial tone 
delays estimated by means of the TFG are compared with 
those simulated only. For the last system, the dial 
tone delays estimated by means of the TFG are compared 
with those measured from actual telephone exchanges. It 
will be seen that the dial tone delays estimated in 
accordance with present practice are greatly different 
from those simulated. Although the dial tone del~ys 
estimated by means of the TFG also do not agree exactly 
with those simulated and measured, the differences are 
sufficiently small for practical uses. 



2.0 SYSTEM WITH NON-BLOCKING NETWORK 
2.1 NOTATIONS 

L: Number of links in a network 

h
DTC

: Average holding time of the Dial Tone 
Controller (orC). 
Average holding time of a Digit Receiver 
(DR) • 
Traffic offered to DTC due to originating 
calls only, erlangs. 

~~TC: Total traffic offered to DTC including 
repeated attempts, erlangs. 

~R: Traffic offered to a group of DR's, 
erlangs. 

C(N,a): Erlang C fy~ula for a erlangs offered to 
N servers. J 

D: Dial tone delay of the system, sec. 
t: Time, sec. 

P{D>t}: Probability that D is longer than t. 
W: Average waiting time for DTC, sec. 

Li,j: Link joining node i to node j in a 
traffic flow graph. 

Pi,j: Link selection probability for Li j in a 
traffic flow graph. ' 

Zi,j: Link delay for Li j in a traffic flow 
graph--, sec. ' 

P{Zi,j~t}: 

P{Path K}: 
(IZi,j)K: 

P{(LZi,j)K>t}: 

Distribution of Zi,j' 

Probability that path K is chosen. 
Sum of link delays in path K, 

probability that (IZ i j)K is longer than 
t. ' 

F: The average number of DTC attempts per 
originating call. 

a
DTC

: Occupancy of DTC. 

2. 2 STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

The common control system under investigation is shown 
in Fig. 1. There are 12 groups each of which has 300 
subscribers lines, sharing a single DIAL TONE CONTROLLER 
(DTC) which serves only dial tone requests. Each group 
is equipped with 4 DIGIT RECEIVERS (DR's). Two alter
natives are considered, namely: the non-blocking (with
out option A) and the blocking network (with option A). 
The latter will be discussed in para. 3.0. 

A non-blocking network has 4 links. Thus, if a DR is 
idle, there is always an idle link to provide the 
connection from subscriber line to the idle DR. When 
the DTC detects an off-hook signal (dial tone request) 
on a subscriber's line, it searches for an idle DR. If 
there is no idle DR, the DTC may serve requests from 
other lines which mayor may not be in the same group. 
It puts the first request to the end of the waiting 
requests, or may try for this line again if there is no 
request waiting. If there is an idle DR, the DTC sets 
up the channel between the subscriber line and the idle 
DR by interconnecting them by an idle link. In the 
meantime, the DTC also operates the dial tone operating 
relay in the DR in order to return dial tone to the 
subscriber. This operation indicates to the subscriber 
-that the exchange is ready to give the service. This 
system mode of operation is illustrated by the block 
diagram sh~wn in Figure 2. 

The traffic- process is defined under the following 
assumptions: 
(a) The traffic from each group of subscriber lines is 
identical and is a Poisson process. 
(b) The holding times of the servers are negatively 
~xponentially distributed with known averages. 
(c) All calls are willing to wait indefinitely for the 
dial tone. 
(d) All dial tone requests are served in the order of 
arrival. -
(e) Average number of dial tone calls per hour per 
subscriber's line is 1.0. 

2.3 COMPUTER SIMULATION 

With the aid of a random number generator in a computer, 
it is possible to generate the Poisson arrivals of the 
calls and to generate the holding time of the servers. 
Thus, the next event in the system can be determined. 
The events of arrivals or departures change the busy/ 
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idle states of the servers, which in ~urn determine 
whether a call is to wait or to proceed. The arrival 
time and departure time of a subscriber dial tone call 
are recorded, and hence its delay can be calculated. At 
the end of the simulation, statistics of the delays are 
computed. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the computer 
simulation scheme. 

To simulate 20,000 calls for this system in a CDC 3300 
digital computer, about 2 to 5 minutes of the computer 
time is required. The running time increases with the 
traffic offered to the system. 

2.4 ANALYSES 
A. Present Practice 

To estimate the dial tone delay, the present practice is 
to sum the probability that delay is longer than t for 
the associated units. Thus, for the system considered 
here, if P{DDTC>t} and P{DDR>t} are the probabilities _of 

a call being delayed longer than t in DTC and DR res
pectively, the probability of dial tone delay longer 
than t is 

P{D>t} = P{DDTC>t} + P{DDR>t} 

Under the previous assumptions S, 0 
- 0 -(l-~ )t/h 
P{DDTC>t} = C(l'~TC)e vTC DTC 

and P{DDR>t} = C(4'~R)e-(4-~R)t/~R 

Where o 1 x 300 x 12 
aDTC ~ 3600 ~TC = hDTC 

and 1 x 300 ~R 
aDR=~~R=12 

B. Traffic Flow Graph 
(a) Description 
Based on the system mode of operation described in 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

para 2.2 a traffic flow graph may be drawn as in Figure 4. 
Under the given assumptions, the link selection pro
bability and link delay distribution associated with 
each link Li,j may be approximated as follows: 

Ll,2:- Pl,2=1.0 because the call is willing to wait 
indefinitely for the dial tone. ZI,2 is 

the waiting time for the DTC. 

Therefore,S T 

P{Zl,2>t} = C(l,a~TC)e-(l-aDTC)t/~TC 

C(l,a~TC)'~TC 
W - <Zl,l>= T 

l-~TC 
L

2
,le:- P2,la is the probability that all DR's in a group 

• 

• 

are busy. Hence, P2,la = C(4'~R)' Z2,la is the 

time that the call spends to find all DR's in the • 
group busy. This time equals the holding time of 

. -t/h 
the DTC. Hence, P{Z2,la>t} - e DTC. 

L2,3:- P2,3 is the probability that at least one DR in a 

~roup is idle. Hence, P2,3 - l-P2,la' Z2,3 is 

the time that the call spends for searching an 
idle DR. This time also equals the holding time 
of the DTC. Thus, Z2,3 - Z2,la' 

Ll a ,2a:- Lla 2a is identical to LI 2 because the call 
will wait again for DTC alter encountering all 
DR's in a group busy. Thus, Pl a ,2a - PI,2 
and Zla,2a = ZI,2' 

L2a ,la:- P2~ I is the conditional probability that all 
DR ~ in a group are busy given that they were 
busy at the previous trial. Since the time 
between two consecutive trials for an idle DR is 
the sum of waiting time and holding time of the 
DTC, i.e. Z2,la + Zla,2a or Z2a,la + Zla,2a' 

On the average, this sum becomes W+~TC' There
fore, P2a,la may be approximated by 

P2a la - e-(4-aDR)(W+hDTC)/hDR. , 
Z2a,la is the same as Z2 la since it is the time 
that the call spends to find all DR's in the • 
group busy. Thus, Z2a,la = Z2,la' 



• 

• 

• 

• 

L2a, 3: ' P2a,3 is the conditional probability that at 

least one DR becomes idle, given all DR's in the 
group were busy at , the previous trial. Hence, 
P2a, 3 = l-P2a,lu· Z2a,3 is the same as Z2,3 

because it is the time that the call spends 
searching for an idle DR. Thus Z2a,3 = Z2,3· 

P3,4 = 1.0 because the call at this st!se will 

not be processed any further, except that it has 
t~wait for the dial tone operating relay to 
operate. Z3 4 is 'the time required for the dial 
tone relay t~ operate. This time is assumed 
constant and that Z3,4 = 0.005 sec. 

(b) Calculation of Dial Tone Delay 

The probability of dial tone delay longer than t is the 
sum of the product of two probabilities--the probability 
that the sum of the link delays in a path is longer than 
t, and the probability that this particular path is 
chosen. That is, 

P{D>t} - r p{(rZi,j)K>t}. P{Path K} 
K-l 

(4) 

The traffic flow graph of Fig. 4 has infinite possible 
paths because of the feedback loop. It is easy to find 
K-Path No. Description (rZi,j)K P{path K} 

1 Comp~etion to OR Zl 2+Z2 3+Z3 4 P2,3 
in 1 'attempt ' , , 

K 
(K~2) 

Completion to OR K(Zl 2+Z2 3) 
in K attempts ' , 

P pK- 2 
2,la· 2a,la 

, +Z3,4 ·P2a ,3 
(c) Nelson's Formula 

The difficulty of calculating P{D>t} arises in the 
evaluation of p{(rZi ) >t} which involves the convolu
tion of several delatjd!stributions. However, for the 
system considered here, Nelson's formula may be used. 6 

Let the n link delays in path K be Xl,X2, ••• and X , 
with the exponential distribution fo~ the ith lin~ delay 
being bit 

J:'{Xi~tl .. l.-aie 

n 
Then p{(rZ

i j)K>t} a P{ L Xi>t} 
, i-I 

n -b t 
= r A e i 

i-I i,n 

where 

If ai-aj and bimbj , then Ai,n and Aj,n become undefined 

For this case, Nelson suggested that bi=bi+Ei and 

bj-bi-E t 
small if 

-6 
Ei-lO bi 

be used for the computations. The error is 
-2 Ei ~ 10 bi is assigned. In this paper, 

is used. 

~d) Estimation of Repeated Attempts 

The repeated attempts to the DTC because of no DR being 
available contributes to the total load of DTC. Let the 
average number of DTC attempts per originating call be F; 
then, T 0 

~TC - ~TC·F. To complete path K in the 

TFG, the call passes links corresponding to DTC K times. 
This means that the DTC is required to operate K times 
to complete the dial tone call. Therefore, this F may 
be estimated by taking the mathematical expectation so 
that 
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2.5 RESULTS 

Table 1 summarizes the five sets of traffic parameters 
tested for the system with non-blocking network. 

The results of P{D>t} obtained from simulation are plotted 
against t in Figs. 5 and 6 for these cases. In these 
figures, the estimated values of P{D>t}, based on present 
practice approach, as well as those based on TFG, are also 
plotted. It is seen that the results, based on TFG, agree 
much better than those based on the present practice 
approach. Therefore, in the later discussions, the 
present practice approach will ~ot be discussed. The DTC 
traffic load should always be afiTC. However, for the sake 

o 0 
of interest, aDTC is also tested. It is seen that if aDTC 

is used, the deviation from the simulation is larger when 
cogpared with those using a6TC when t is small. 

3.0 SYSTEM WITH BLOCKING NETWORK 
3.1 Notations 

In addition to those used in para 2.0, the following 
notations are defined: 
hL/IO: Link holding time due to incoming and outgoing 

(10) calls. 
B(N,a): Erlang B formula for a erlangs offered to N 

servers. 
aL/IO: Total 10 traffic offered to a group of links, 

erlangs 
3.2 Structure of the System 

This system is similar to the one discussed in para. 2.0 
except it has a blocking network. With option A (Fig. 1) 
the L links now serve not only the dial tone requests 
but also the 10 calls. Therefore, it is possible that 
a dial tone request cannot be served, even if an idle DR 
is available. This system mode of operation is shown in 
Fig. 7. It is assumed that the 10 calls are on the 
blocked ca'll cleared basis, and independent of dial tone 
calls. Other assumptions defined in para 2.2 also hold 
for this system. 

3.3 Computer Simulation 

The flow chart shown in Fig. 3 is applicable here also. 
With minor modifications to include network blocking'; the 
computer program for the non-blocking network system can 
be adopted for the simulation of this system. Simulation 
of 15,000 calls requires about 4 to 8 minutes, depending 
on the traffic in the system. 

3.4 Analysis 

The traffic flow graph for the system considered here 
may be drawn as shown in Fig. 8. Its link selection 
probabilities and link delay distributions are approxi
mated as follows: 
Ll,2: Pl ,2-l 

'" C(l,aFTC)e-(l-a~TC)t/~TC 
C(l,aDTC)·hDTC 

L l , la: 

L 
2'::1 

P{Zl,2>t} 

'" l-af,TC 
P{Zl,la>t} - e-t/hDTC P2,la'" C(4,aDR); 

P2 '3 = l-P2, l a; Zl,3 .. 0 

Lla,2a: Identical to Ll,2 

P2a,3 = l-P2a,la; Z2a,3 = 0 

P3,lb is the conditional probability that all 
links in a group are busy given that at least 
one DR is

3
idle. Therefore, 

P{i DR's busy}·P{L-i links busy due 
to 10 calls} 

where, by assumptions, i 
aDR/il 

P {i DR busy} = -3:::---j:-=;.;;;.;....----:4-

r aDR + _4_ ~R 
j-O jl 4-~R 41 



and 
P{L-i links busy due to 10 calls} - B{L-i,aL/ IO }. 

-t/~TC 
P{Z3~lb>t} - e 

Ll1:', 2b: Identical~ ' to Ll, 2 

L2b, 3b: For simplicity, it is assumed that an idle DR. ... is 
always available on the next trial. 
P2b,3b ~ 1. Z2b,3b" 0 

L3b,lb: P3b lb is the conditional probability that all 
lin's in a group are busy given that they were 
busy at the previous trial but at least one DR 
idle. The time between these two consecutive 
trials is ~hDTC on the average. Thus, 

3 
P3b,lb - L P{i links busy due to DR and L-i 

i-O 
links busy due to 10 calls at (wthDTC)I Same con
tlitions at time O}·P{i DR's busy I All links busy 
and at least one DR is idle} 

3 . 
- L pU DR's busy at (W+hDTC)l'1DR's busy at O}· 

i-O 
P{l-i links busy due to 10 calls at(W+hyTC) IL-i 
links busy due . to 10, c~lls at O}.P{i DR s busy I 
all links busy and at least one DR idle} 

where P U DR' 8 busy at (W+hIlTc) /li DR 's busy at O} 
-i(1-~R/4)(W+hDTC)/hnR 

and 

-e 
P{L-i links busy due to 10 calls at (W+hbTC) tL~i 
links busy due to 10 calls at O} , 

-e 
-{(L-l)-~/IO[l-B(L-i'~/I~)]}(W+hDTC)/~/IO 

P{i DR's busylAll links busy and at least one DR 
idle} 

1 
- P3,lb 

P{i DR's busy}·P{L-i links busy due to 10 
calls} for i-0,1,2,3. 

-t/hDTC 
P{Z3b, lb>t} - e -t/~ 

P3b,4 - l-P3b,lb; P{Z3b,4>t} -e TC; 

P3,4 - l-P3,lb; P{Z3,4>t} - e 
-t/~TC. 

P - l;Z - O.OOS sec. 
4'5 4,5 

P{D>t} is calculated from (4). However, the 
possibie paths Qf the traffic in Fig. 8 are as follows: 

K-Path No. Description (LZi,j) K P Path K 

1 

2 

K 
(K ~ 3) 

Completion to ~l 2+Z3 4 
OR in 1 attempt +Z4 5 ' 

Completion to 2(ZI ~+Z3 4) O. in 2 attempts +Z4:S ' 

Completion to K(Zl,2+Z3,4) 
OR in K attempts +Z , 

PZ,3· P3,4 

Pz ,la· PZa,3·P3,4 
+PZ,3· P3,lb·P3b 4 

K-2 ' 
P2 la·P2a la·PZa 3 

, K-3' , 

·P3 4 + r Pz la 
" j-o ' 

·p~;;Ii·P2a,3·P3,lb 
J 

·P3b, lb ·P3b, 4+P2, 3 

K-3 
.P3,lb·P3b,lb· P3b,4 

00 PZ,la P3,lb 
F- L K·P{Path K}-1+ -- + --

K-O P2a,3 P3b, 4 
Therefore, 

3.S RESULTS 

Three sets of parameters tested for this system are shown 
1:'0 Table 2. 

The simulated P{D>t} is plotted in Fig. 9. The results 
from TFG are also plotted for the case of traffic in
cluding repeated attempts to DTe, as well as "the case of 
traffic not including repea~ed attempts. Good agreement 
is observed for low network blocking conditions due to 
10 calls (cases 7and 8). For 4igh network blocking, 
. the discrepancy becomes critical. One of the major 
causes of this discrepancy may be due to the over
simplification in drawing the TFG. Indeed, in Fig. 8, 
an assumption has been made so that at Lzb,3b, an ' idle 
DR is .always available on the next trial. This may not 
b~ true, especially when W is large. Introduction of 
the additional feedback loops between node ~ and node 3b 
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should improve the approximation, but the TFG would become 
too complex for the' purpose of this paper. 

4.0 SYSTEM WITH NEARLY NON-BLOCKING NETWORK 
4.1 NOTATIONS 

In addition to notations defined in para. 2.0, the follow
ing are also used. 
NDTM: 
NDP: 
NTT: 
aDTM: 
aDTM: 

Number of Dial Tone Markers (DTM). 
Number of Dial Pulse Originating Registers (DPOR). 
Number of Touch Tone Originating Registers (TTOR). 
DTM occupancy. 
Total traffic offered to the DTM including r~peated 

attempts, erlang. 
Traffic offered to DPOR group, erlang. 
Traffic· offered to TTOR group, erlang. 

• 
Network blocing probability for the first match. 
Average DTM holding time to find an idle originating 
register(OR), which may be a DPOR or TTOR, depending 
on the case considered,and to complete the connection 
to it. This is the duration from the time that the 
DTM starts to search for an idle OR to the time that 
the DTM completes the connection to it in the first 
match. 
Average DTM holding time resulting from ne~ork 
blocking in the first 'match, but connection is 
completed in the second match. This is the dura
tion from the time that the DTM starts to search 
for an idle OR to the time that the DTM completes 
the connection to it in the second match. 

X: 
~: 

Time for DTM to wait for an OR to become idle. . • 
The maximum permissible time for DTM to wait for 
one OR to become idle when it encounters all OR's 
busy in a group. ' 
Average DTM holding time to find that all OR's in a 
group are busy. This is the duration from the time 
that DTM sta}:'ts to search for an idle OR to the 
time that D~ abandons the call less hW that is the 
time spent in waiting for an OR to become idle and 
being failed. 

hDP . 
--D'l'M· 

Average DTM holding time for the DTM to find an idle 
OR and to complete the connection when probability 
of network blocking is considered. 

TT 
llDTM: 

~TM: 

~p: 
hn: 
FDp: 

FTT : 

W: 
~p: 

M.rr: 

4.2 

Average DTM ' holding time for each DTM attempt re
sulting from DPOR subscriber's dial tone call. 
Average DTM holding time for each DTM attempt re
sulting from TTOR subscriber's dial tone call. 
Overall average DTM holding time for each DTM 

- attempt. 
Average holding time of DPOR. 
Average holding time of TTOR. 
Average numoer of attempts per DPOR subscriber's 
dial tone call. 
Average number of attempts per !TOR subscriber's 

- dial tone call. 
Average waiting 
Number of' total 
subscriber dial 
Number of total 
subscriber dial 

STRUCTURE 

tim~ for DTM. 
DTM attempts 
tone calls. 
DTM attempts 
tone calls. 

resulting from DPOR 

resulting from TTOR 

The system considered here is the NE-S Crossbar system 
(NE-SXB). As shown in Fig. 10, the function of the DTM 
is to set up the connection between a calling line and an 
idle OR. Upon the completion of -the connection, the OR 
returns dial tone to the subscriber as a start-dialing 
signal. When off-h~ok is detected, an idle DTM tries to 
find an idle OR. If an OR is available, the DTM proceeds 
to set up the dial tone connection; otherwise the DTM will 
wait briefly for one OR to become idle before it abandons 
the call and releases itself. If no OR becomes idle in 
this limited waiting time, the call will be put to the end 
of waiting dial tone requests. ' 

A NE-SXB office can be' equipped with either DPOR's or 
TTOR's or both. For the last case, dial tone delay is 
measured and calculated sepa~ately for each group of 
subscribers • 

The following assumptions are made: 
(a) The holding times for the servers are negatively 
exponentially distributed witn known averages. 

• 

(b) All calls are willing to wait ,for dial tone indefinitely. 
(c) All dial tone requests are served ,in the order of • 
.arrivals. 



• 

• 

• 

• 

(d') Blocking in the network is negligible. 

4.3 MEASUREMENTS 

The dial tone delays have been measured for some NE-5XB 
offices in Canada. The data are summarized in Tables 3 
and 4. · 'Cases 1 to 20 in Table 3 are from offices equipped 
with two types of OR's, while cases 21 to 28 in Table 4 
are from an office with one type of OR. 

4.4 ANALYSIS 
(a) Traffic Flow Graph 

The traffic flow graph for the NE-5XB dial tone connection 
may be drawn as shown in Fig. 11. To simplify the ex
planation, the office with only DPOR group is examined 
first. The link selection probability and link delay of 
each link Li,j are approximated as follows: 

Based on the DTM circuit sequence chart, the average DTM 
holding time are estimates as follows: 
h~-0.218 sec., ~-0.05 sec., hF=0.44 sec. 

By definition, hc-h~(l-PB)+hFPB-h~+(hF-h~)'PB 

However, since P
B 

is small, say~O.Ol, hc may be approxi
mated by 0.22 sec. 

The maximum permissible time for DTM to wait for an idle 
OR when it encounters all OR busy is estimated to be 190 
ms. For simplicity of the analysis, the waiting time X 
is treated as a constant, i.e. X-hw-0.19. 

To determine ~TM' the repeated attempts must be taken 
into account. 

As shown in Fig. 11, there are an infinite number of paths 
to obtain the dial tone. 

K-Path No. Description 

1 no waiting 

1 

Completion to 
OR in 1 attempt, 

Completion to 
OR in 1 attempt, 

waiting 

2 

Completion to 
OR in 2 attempts, 
no waiting on the 

2nd attempt 
Completion to 

OR in 2 attempts, 
waiting on 2nd 

attempt 

K ! Completion to 
(~~3) , OR in K attempts, 

no waiting on the 
, Kth attempt 

(LZi,j)K 

Z1,2+Z2,4 

Z1,2+Z2,3+Z3,4 

Zl 2+{Z2,3+Z3 la 
+Zi,2)+Z2,4 ' 

Zl,2+(Z2,3+Z3,la 

+Z1,2)+Z2,3+Z3,4 

ZI,2+(K-l)(Z2,3 

+Z3 ,la+Z1, 2) 
+Z2,4 

P Path K 

P 

qr 

qsu 

qsvr 
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K ( Completion to Z +(K l)(Z 12- 2 3 
(K~3) OR in K attempts, +Z; la+Z1 2) , 

waiting on the Kth , , 
+Z2,3+Z3,4 attempt 

By waiting here, it means that the DTM will wait briefly 
before an OR is found idle. Thus, 
FDP-P+qr+qsu(2+3vs+4v2s~ ••• )+qsvr(2+3vs+4v2s2+ •.. ) 

"l+~ l-vs 
These FDP attempts per originating call may be divided 

into three portions; ~he portion of 1 
p+qsu+qsvsu+qs(vs) u+ ••• - p+qsu (l-vs) 

attempts take h of DTM holding time, the portion of 
c 2 1 

qr+qsvr+qs(vs)vr+qs(vs) vr+ ••. -qr+qsvr(l_v ) 
attempts take hw+hc of DTM holding time, and @he portion of 

2 1 
qs+qsvs+qs(vs) + ••• - qS(l-vs) attempts take hw+hc of 

DTM holding time. Thus the average DTM holding time per 
attempt from DPOR group is 

DP l{ 1 1 ~TM=llDTM-F- h [p+qsu(-l-) ]+(h +h ) [qr+qsvr(-l-)] DP c -vs wc-vs 

+(h +hB) [qs(----l 1 )]} • (5) 
w -vs 

~p 
Therefore aDTM-~p 'FDP '~TM-~P '~TM 

and aDTM-~TM/NDTM 

(6) 

111 
Note that [P+qsu(l_vs)]+[qr+qsvr(l_vs)]+[qs(l_vs)]-FDP ' 

(c) Office with Two TYpes of OR's 

If the office is equipped with two types of OR's, the 
TPG shown in Fig. 11 may be applied to each group separ
ately. The link delay and link selection probabilities 
described in para. 4.4(a) hold also for TT OR groups, if 
the parameters Nnp ' aDP' hD~ FDP and ~~ are replaced 

by NTT , aTT , hTT , FTT and fiDTM respectively. 

The overall DTM holding time per attempt, instead of (5), 
becomes ML ML 

--UP DP -~T TT 
~TM-~p +M.rr 'llDTM + ~p +M.rr • hDTM 

where ~p-~p 'FDP/~P; M.rT-aTT·FTT/hTT 

Hence, instead of (6), ~TM-(~P+M.rr)~TM' 

4.5 RESULTS 

P{D>3 sec.} and aD calculated from the TFG are compared 
with the measureme~s in Tables 5 and 6. These calcula
tions take the DTM repeated attempts into account. 
Although the calculated results are not completely in 
agreement with those measured, the discrepancies may be 
tolerable for practical purposes. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

As expected, the present practice of estimating dial tone 
delay by summing up the delays in each sub-unit in a com
mon control system is found to be a very crude approxi
mation for practical uses. A better approximation may be 
achieved by using the TFG, provided that the graph is 
drawn in sufficient detail in accordance with the system 
dial tone process, and that reasonable approximations are 
made to its link selection probabilities and link delay 
distributions. Indeed, these link selection probabilities 
and link delay distributions may be approximated with the 
appropriate present commonly used telephone traffic for
mulae. Thus, to improve the accuracy on the estimation of 
dial tone delay in this way it is not much more difficult 
than it is to estimate it with the approach of the p~esent 
practice. To further improve the accuracy on the estima
tion of dial tone delay, repeated attempts, if any, sh~uld 
always be included in the calculations. These attempts 
can be estimated from the TFG. 

Results from the three common control systems considered 
here have shown that the estimations for both dial tone 
delay and repeated attempts by using the TFG are reason-
able approximations, and therefore suitable for practical 
uses. 



TABLE 1 
SlJ1'I11ary of Parameters for System W1th Non-Blocking Network 

CASE NO. hzrrc ~R 

1 0.45 10.0 

2 0.15 10.0 

3 0.30 10.0 

4 0.30 15.0 

5 0.30 5.0 

TABLE 2 
Summary of Parameters for System With B1 ocki ng Network 

CASE NO. bOTC ~R L "L/IO ~ 

6 0.3 10.0 4 1.6 18fl.0 

7 0.3 10.0 8 3.2 180.0 

8 0.3 10.0 10 1.0 180.0 

TABLE 3 
S_ry of Measu~nts 

(Two OR Groups) 

DTM DPOll 
CUI orrICE 

~TK ~P (SEC) NTT 110. DATE ~(Z) NDP CCS P{D>3"}(Z) CCS 

1 
D'rffll

1on 4 89.0 72 2'85 9.56 19.10 16 \331 
23 12 6 

2 
DWmi

10D 4 80.0 72 2394 9.34 8.90 16 297 
2 1 

3 Di~W11OD 4 93.0 72 2485 9.40 51.20 16 412 
7 1 8 

4 
~/68 4 98.0 95 3311 11.70 84.00 15 310 

5 
tli1*8 

4 98.9 80 2780 11.88 82.33 10 238 

6 mn 4 81.8 880 2542 11.19 10.16 10 218 
9 1 8 

7 Ktae St. 
ii'icliil 2 49.2 45 1232 10.6 1.58 15 276 
1n9/69 

8 
mn8 

4 N.A. 95 2264 11.15 0.29 15 237 

9 Kt •• St. 
ii1ciiil 2 51.0 49 805 10.60 0.00 11 172 
14/3/68 

10 
~/68 

4 ' •• 0 95 3311 11.70 14.00 IS 310 

11 Kt •• St. 
iiiChel 2 43.0 49 767 11.00 0.00 11 147 
11/3/68 

12 Kte. St. 
iiiChel 2 47.0 49 814 10.80 0.00 11 187 
20/3/68 

13 Ktee St. 2 38.0 49 764 10.40 0.00 11 145 
iiiChel 
19/3/68 

14 Ktee St. 
M1ehel 2 N.A. 49 758 10.90 0.00 11 144 
12/3/68 

15 Ktee St. 
~ 2 48.0 45 1237 11.0 0.14 15 270 
21IT{69 

16 Kte. St. 
~ 2 47.6 45 1247 10.9 2.58 15 263 
1/18/69 

17 Kt .. St. 
M1che1 2 51.0 45 1263 10.4 0.86 IS 270 
1/24/69 

18 Montreal M 4 M.A. 113 3821 10.2 35.2 7 127 
11/13/58 

19 Montreal N 4 N.A. 113 3265 10.1 1.06 7 123 

~ 

20 Kte. St. 

-~ 
2 54.8 45 1354 10.8 3.25 15 297 

2 5 69 

aDTM Z 

CASE NO. MEASURED 

21 84.0 

22 55.0 

23 44.0 

24 45.0 

25 89.~ 

26 90 . 0 

27 45.0 

28 45.0 

TABLE 6 
Compar1 sons 

(One OR Group) 

OR: 

CALCULATED MEASURED 

88.2 22.80 

33.2 17.72 

33.3 3.41 

37.8 1.42 

97.3 51.10 

98.2 50.70 

37.9 0.71 

31.6 0.99 

P{D>3") % 

CALCULATED 

30.56 

1.64 

1.90 

2.43 

70.67 

82.13 

3.20 

1.00 

CASE 
NO. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

TTOI 

bTT(SEC) P{D>3'}(Z) 

7.60 8.70 

7.52 2.70 

6.83 21.80 

7.83 52.00 

7.73 67.16 

7.51 12.25 

6.7 5.36 

7.75 0.00 

7.10 0.69 

7.49 46.40 

6.10 0.00 

6.30 0.00 

6.90 0.00 

7.10 0.00 

6.4 5.36 

6.5 1.79 

7.0 0.00 

8.9 24.48 

8.2 3.98 

6.5 5.77 
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DTM 
OFFICE 

NDTM DATE 

Roxboro 3 
8/1/68 

Roxboro 3 
9/11/68 

Roxboro 3 
12/1/68 

Roxboro 3 
9/1/68 

'Roxboro 3 
12/11/68 

Roxboro 3 
13/11/68 

Roxboro 3 
2/2/68 

Roxboro 3 
20/3/68 

TABLE 4 
Summ{lry of Measurements 

(Two OR Groups) 

N a DTM (% ) DP CCS 

84 •. 0 56 1850 

55.0 56 1560 

44.0 56 1552 

45.0 56 1597 

89.0 56 1938 

90.0 56 1958 

45.0 56 1599 

45.0 56 1523 

TABLE 5 
Compari sons 

(Two OR Groups) 

DPOR 

bDP(SEC) P{D>3") (X) • 11.43 22.80 

11.37 17.72 

11.07 3.41 

10.97 1.42 

10.70 51.10 

11.30 50.70 

11.01 0.71 

10.96 0.99 

aDTM % DPOR: P{D>3") Z TTOR: P{D>3") % 

CASE NO. MEASURED CALCULATED MEASURED CAI.,CULATED MEASURED CALCULATED 

1 89.0 97.4 

2 80.0 90.8 

3 93.0 97.8 

4 98.0 98.4 

5 98.9 97.6 

6 81.8 71.3 

7 49.2 36.8 

8 N.A. 32.5 

9 51.0 31.0 

10 98.0 98.4 

11 43.0 28.8 

12 47.0 32.9 

13 38.0 29.0 

14 N.A. 27.5 

15 48.0 35.9 

16 47.6 36.1 

17 51.0 38.8 

18 N.A. 80.4 

19 N.A. 67.3 

20 54.8 44.7 

lOO 

~Ise::::~~~s ~)\y\y\y 

GROUP I 

lOO 

~.se:I::R. ~I:E,S \.) ~Dy\y\y 

GROUP 12 

\ 

\ 

19.10 

8.90 

51.20 

84.00 

82.33 

10.16 

1.58 

0.29 

0.00 

84.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.14 

2.58 

0.86 

35.2 

1.06 

3.25 

~ 

...... 
I 

TRUNK 
APPURANCU 

I2tli2iITI 

...... 
I 

TRUNK 
Af'PURANCU 

DIAL TOME CONTROLLER IDTC) 

FIG. 1 THE HYPOTHETIC SYSTEM 

, 

59.95 

24.98 

63.03 

73.12 

66.11 

12.99 

2.30 

0.00 

0.00 

73.32 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

3 . 45 

3.86 

4.49 

32.18 

0.38 

9.04 

LINK 

I 

2 

3 

• 

E 
L 

, 

LI 

1 

s 

8.70 28.65 

2.70 1.58 

21.80 38.96 

52.00 46.50 • 67.16 38.36 

12.25 6.90 

5.36 0.56 

0.00 0.1~ 

0.69 0.53 

46.40 46.84 

0.00 0.17 

0.00 1.05 

0.00 0.16 

0.00 0.16 

0.00 0.44 

1.79 0.51 

0.00 0.65 

24.48 . 17.89 

3.98 5.04 

5.77 1.40 

Off-HOOk 
SIGNAL OM A 1 sulse.lln 
LINE • 
~ DTC AND 

IDLE WAIT 

? ,--
TU 

I DTC SU.eMU I 
fOR AN IDLE 

DR 

~HO 

FIG. 2 IIODE OF OPERATION 

FOR SYSTEII 11TH 
IION-BLOCUIG II£TIORA 

• 
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FIG. 1 

lODE OF OPERATIOII 

FOR SYSTEII 11TH 
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FIG. 8 TRAFFIC FLOW GRAPH FOR SYSTEM 11TH BLOCKING 
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OFF- HOOK 
SlGHAL ON 
A DPOR 
SUBSCRIBER 

OfF-_K 
SlGHAL OH 
A TTOR 
SUBSCRIIER 

30 
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Z.,5 

DIAL TOME 
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SUBSCRIIER 

FIG. 11 TRAFFIC FLOW GRAPH FOR SYSTEM WITH 
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FIG. 10 MODE OF OPERATION FOR SYSTEM WITH NEARLY 
HOH-BLoCKING HETWORK (HE5XB SYSTEM) 
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(NE5XB SYSTEM) 


